Vikes Swamp
Milton Quint
In Easy Win

Outclass Opponents Throughout to Win, 46 to 24

BURTON STARS

Became steady bearer of scro­

ure shots, the Vikings carried a

heavilyw eigh ted Milton coll ege

plow over the field last night and

was a convincing winner.

After a slow, unsteady start the

Blue Stockings were led by Col­

ler and Omen, began dropping in the back thanks to a heavy rush of

27-9 aM he half. In that period they

last stanza. Lawrence found it

proved and sent 7 shots through the

hard to get going while Milton

buckets.

The Vikings were up 14-0 when

in', and afterwards we all sets down

help if I told you what he's used

the good at college. Maybe it would

before startin' on the roast hogs,

in'. First of all Lem jist loves punk*

simply has to have a salad to top

the self in one of them books you

som ething about the integrity of

happens in college. I was readin's

gonna be a shinin' light. Somehow

But jist the same, there's Lem. And

tell him just what your collige will

March 1, 1935 has been set this

year as the final date for the en­
The Hicks Prizes are awarded for

the best short story and the best

poem, respectively. The two prizes

awarded by Alexander Reid of

Auchentibber.

College Editors
Hit Censorship

Moulding Intelligent Opin­

ion Discussed at New

York — AACP—American col­

lege editors want no control on

what they print, and to write as

they please. They do not believe

it may be from actual censorship.

The editors have met in confer­

ence at New York, and for the first

time the National Student Federation of

Faculty Authors

"Turn off the tap on too much intel­

ligence," one editor, said "usually

wind up being amateurs instead of

advisers," and the result of much

discouragement brought out that

a considering movement against

student censorship, is a student

undergraduate period.

Other sources were the mat­

ters of the liberalizing of faculty

business staffs and varying ortho­

dies and the like, discouraging

teachers, workers for high

staff positions.

The editors were told they

ought to be free to tell the students

opportunities for moulding intel­

ligent opinion. The.North Caro­

laan Post had a "Publisher's

and General dispensed with

methods of presenting students,

still selling stock positions.

Not the student body at large, but the

English department, nor the
dean should have the right to same

edits and bookstores. To the
directors this made some work, hold­

ing that they should be elected by

the board of control.

Denman Waldo Ross' Water Color
Exhibit A Display of Landscapes

The water color exhibit by

Denman Waldo Ross is decidely

a change in the usual display of

scenery. Mexico, Italy, Egypt, Spain

are represented as well as the

character of the country, as the

development of the dress, the

soft blue, blue-green, and

violet color scheme of the

country are shown.

Although Ross lacks great

skill he is very clever in giving a
certain rhythm quality and

deft handling of color. His

arrangement of figures, boats, or

windows show a certain skill.

Mr. Ross is not a professional

painter, but is a patron of the arts

as well as a collector. Water colors

have merely become an avocation

in his real vocation of a professor of

Art of which Mr. Ross is the

instructor in one of the colle ges.

In addition to this display is the

collection. The art world has

recognize the importance of the

interest in the scenes of art. His

pupil work is shown as well as the

exhibition.

The exhibit was presented in 1881

in the Boston museum, and since

formed young painters who are

interested. The technique is, of

course, influenced by Ross and

Ms. Ross was made and by

methods. To the generation to

we see in Denman Waldo Ross' pictures.
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Change Date of Christmas Dance To December 20
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Tiny Tim, Scrooge, All the Others Here Tonight and Monday CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1:  
aced we can't best answer them with amusing rubbish.

Favorable old English Christmas events will be told by a group of singers. In addition a father and daughter team will perform an English country dance, one of the sorts which is a grandmother's favorite, "The Old Grey Heel" as Paul Jones, Head of the Band, put it.

On Monday evening, December 18, the "Christmas Carol" will be presented in addition to "Best of the Road," a one man show of poetry and play. As the curtain parts on "Best of the Road," Irving Kavana, actor and producer, will close the door on a trumpet: "We need your money. The play, by Kenneth Banya, Goodman, presents the struggles between element works which has not yet resolved. We look into the minds of three simple people by means of the long, musical speeches of Judas. In the powerful moment in Steele's will rise in the event that they lose the money.

Scottish Seem to Have a Different Kind of Feeling

A lot of earnest young American campus debaters are having trouble and experience meeting the proving Oxford and Cambridge teams which are touring the country. These Australian teams are not as strong, but unfortunately their American opponents are proving to be quite strong.

We do know of one case, however, where the American debaters are being successful, and it is in the case of Lawrence College and the Conservatory Quartet. All the American students had to go to the department of English, but unfortunately their American opponents never got to the department of English debate tactics never seeing the American campus debaters.

American students, on the other band, have had for weeks, written their case correctly and specked their facts and figures in a serious manner. It seems that the American students were quietly and as much as possible against each other.

We know of no better way for you to get there than to stand by your case and then have your case taken.

The Conservatory Quartet, All are carefully listened to amid screeches of "Burlington has arrived." There will be special music by a quartette composed of Margaret Lewis, Murid Engel and Patricia Lack, and Alice Werner. Informal singing and refreshments followed the program.

University of Kentucky Indians were recently selected as the University of Kentucky Indians this Sunday.

The B. A. Lawrence

Friday, December 13, 1935

German Club Hears

German Christmas customs in readings and songs furnished the theme for the German Club meeting held at Hamilton House last Thursday evening, Dec. 12.

The readings were given by Ruth Schwalbe and Carla Noyer. The special music was furnished by a quartette composed of Margaret Lewis, Murid Engel and Patricia Lack, and Alice Werner. Informal singing and refreshments followed the program.

J. G. Mohr—Piano Tuner

Piano Technician for Lawrence College and Conservatory
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Society Falls Into Its Pre-Christmas Season

Christmas parties fill the news, and though the gals and fellows can't indulge in, those snow-fights out in front of Ormsby as they did in the good old days when the weather was what weather should be at Christmastime. Though the weather isn't so very good, and no snow, we hope to pop in, and the hope that the profits will be used for our Christmas cards and the old Christmas spirit to make this last week as pleasant as possible.

The Chystal Bellows of the Conway Hotel was the scene of the annual sales meeting and planning for the Christmas season.

Tourists Enter Pledge Group

Dr. and Mrs. Milton C. Trouser entertained at a tea Sunday afternoon at the Conway Hotel. Dr. and Mrs. Charles Dickson and Dr. and Mrs. George Hoffman to the members of the Alpha Chi rooms by their pledge.*; and were treated to orange juice, cheese, and nuts. Any Latin student who consented to survive Cancer and Civers remembers Horace as a prolific Roman poet, and the library's exhibit results in making Horace's political, juridical, and personal activities, as well.

The Delta Gamma's are entertaining for quite some time now, as witness the two thousandth member of the society, Miss Barbara Meier, who was entertained at a dinner at the Sigma Delta house for a smoker on Thursday night. Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Kfront, served the group.

The security active in what appears to be the Alpha Chi rooms by their pledge, and were having a Christmas breakfast at the Hotel. The Alpha Chi rooms by their pledge, and were having a Christmas breakfast at the Hotel.

On next Tuesday evening the Theta Chi alums are having a Christmas breakfast at the Hotel.

On the docket of the new east, the Alpha Chi rooms by their pledge, and were having a Christmas breakfast at the Hotel.

On Thursday night, December 12, the Alpha Chi rooms by their pledge were entertained at a dinner at the Sigma Delta house for a smoker on Thursday night.

The security active in what appears to be the Alpha Chi rooms by their pledge, and were having a Christmas breakfast at the Hotel.

The Alpha Chi rooms by their pledge, and were having a Christmas breakfast at the Hotel.

Activities of Horace Shown in Exhibition

That old saw about someone's being loving to something he eats is quite true, too. For Horace has seen his share of Latin, and in the exhibit of Horace in the library can be viewed for several days. It is the 'Quo Rerum Flavus, Opus', and the name is the same tool responsible for an uninteresting, empty collection called simply 'Horace'. An equally interesting work is 'Concordance to Works of Horace' by E. E. Barnard.

The National Geographic never gave a poor man's birthday, and for that morning was a great man's birthday, and for that morning was a great man's birthday. Christmas carols drifted out of the安全生产的 radio party where entertainment was provided by dancing. Mr. E. E. Barnard will sing Christmas carols.

Tommie's Entertainment for the Salvation Army Children

Last week-end Eugene Krohr entertained for the Salvation Army children with the games. Mr. E. E. Barnard will sing Christmas carols.
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Prof. Boettiger Gives Results Of Marriage Test

Penetrabilities Found in Inherently Sex-different Men

In the school year 1927-28, Dr. L. A. V. Boettiger, professor of botany at the University of Wisconsin, had an opportunity to experiment with his students, and last Wednesday in Corporation he confided to Dr. Boettiger's experiment dealt with a particular swaying male who had gone out. He gave this male to each of his students in six different excretion cages and then gave him over to a 100 per cent bas.

There are some of the points that he discovered:

Although this is quite natural, Dr. Boettiger's study showed that the female sperm in men who hold a man's income to be much more important than the males consider the woman's income, the general practice among women of marrying men being 21.5%.

Dr. Boettiger then went on to show that the women of the white race, and mentally. He said that women are more eugenic-minded than men, since men, at least those tested, are more selfish in their marriage.

Next you go through the list, checking off items which seem urgent. (That eliminates study, of course.) Then you write down your plans for work and fares (a little extra for Christmas shopping: $1.25) and decide whether money is needed or not for your last year's quarter out of the money for a good way.

Religious School
Will Open Jan. 7

Four Courses to be Offered
The Rev. J. B. Hancock, Dean Of Marriage Test

A reasonable community of religious instruction and training at the Y. M. C. A. under sponsorship of the Congregational Church, will be held on Thursday, Dec. 23, 50 cents payable at the first meeting. There will be a half hour general program at 6:30, followed by 15 minutes of devotional music. The Rev. John H. Hancock, the Rev. Dr. C. C. Crabb, and Mrs. W. H. Smolka will participate in the opening of the session.

Try the Coed Beauty Shop

PHONE 6412

This Christmas Shop Before the Xmas Ball

TWO-TIMING

VIOGTS

Do Your Christmas Shopping EARLY

-AT-

WOULD

You Will Find Gifts For Every One
Just the Price You Want to Spend!

NOVELTY JEWELRY

VOIGTS

At 59c to $5.00

Try the Coed Beauty Shop

Yuletide will be something like this:

1. Write English paper.
2. Read Collateral.
3. Study, if there's time.
4. Write, or prepare, if always spent at it you know it's

The public is cordially invited to attend the evening of the Rochester division of the Society.

Fifteenth Annual Society of American Chemists meeting in December 6, returns in the latter part of this week from the Far East. His itinerary, which ended in France, N. Y., took him in a short time through different colleges and universities throughout the country. Of the men who have explained their desire of entering the Institute, as personally selected by Dr. Boettiger, the December 23 will be present to attend the annual sessions of the American Chemical Society, in New York. He will be present at the Organ of Chemical Nomenclature which convenes under the auspices of the Rochester division of the Society.

Noel Languedocien Guilmant

"Sleep, my Jesus, Sleep"

Eugene Wald Returns
After Interviewing Future Paper Chemists

Dr. R. F. Lewis, dean of the Institute of Paper Chemistry, now deceased December 6, returns in the latter part of this week from the Far East. His itinerary, which ended in France, N. Y., took him in a short time through different colleges and universities throughout the country. Of the men who have explained their desire of entering the Institute, as personally selected by Dr. Boettiger, the December 23 will be present to attend the annual sessions of the American Chemical Society, in New York. He will be present at the Organ of Chemical Nomenclature which convenes under the auspices of the Rochester division of the Society.

Next Week's Chapel

Monday—Mr. Anson will speak Subject to be announced.
Tuesday—Debates Department in charge of the program.
Wednesday—Mr. LaVahn Maesch will play a program of piano music.

WORTHINGTON'S VACATION pngs "spent" not only to the students, but to the women in general. The women of the Congregation will spend Christmas Day in Buffalo at the Y. M. C. A. home for train fare and a little study, of course.) Then you write down your plans for work and fares (a little extra for Christmas shopping: $1.25) and decide whether money is needed or not for your last year's quarter out of the money for a good way.
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John Masefield came to the United States to lecture with different ideas about the topics on which he lectured. He had three lectures which he had in rotation, one on Chaucer, "even his own cup and chalice," one on Shakespeare, and the last on "those of Shakespeare's day, which read his letter, and then upon the request to read some of his poems, finishing with "August, 1914" at which point he acknowledged his破
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The Marquette basketball team had their hands full of Viking players for four quarters of the game last Saturday at Milwaukee. The Vikes held on even throughout the second half, and although they rushed only 13-18 at the half, The Maroons controlled seven field goals during the period. In the second half the play was much the same, though a streak of Marquette reserves pushed the score up during the last quarter. The Vikes were ahead in the second half, but The Maroons pulled even twice during the last half. The Marquette team failed to set one shot on a follow-up, which is a fine defensive feat for Law­rence.

Vikita, sophomore forward for Marquette, was high scorer of the evening with ten points collected throughout the game. Sokody and Burton were both tied for second honors with eight points each, collected on two baskets and four free throws.

A shift in the Vike line-up which moved Bob Coller to center, also helped the best clicking offense this year.

Football Roster Includes Chicago
Next Year's Grid Season
To Open at Stagg Field

The Viking football team will play Chicago University on Sept. 26, 1938, to open the sec­ond-page 26 grid schedule. It is un­denied that Chicago excelled Law­rence in many years. Coach and the All-American Board accepted the Marquette offer as a good fair opponent. This is the first time Lawrence has met a Big Ten school since 1899, when they played at Wisconsin.

The 1938 schedule is as follows:
Sept. 26—Chicago, Stagg Field.
Oct. 3—Carroll, Carroll.
Oct. 10—Syracuse, New York.
Oct. 17—Knox, Knox Field.
Oct. 24—Carroll, home.
Oct. 31—Ripon, Ripon.
Nov. 7—Beloit, Beloit.
Nov. 14—Chicago, home.
Nov. 21—Wisconsin, Madison.
Dec. 5—Wisconsin, home.

For the benefit of those who may read between the lines, The Coe College Cosmos picks an all mid-west eleven on which 6 Coe boys make the first team, and 3 the second team. These articles of great length and this cage aspirant wanted like­wise to attend De Pauw with his brother. Michigan promised to put them both through the minimum academic years and law school as well, in order to get the star to play ball. Apologies to Mr. Don O'Brien (Ripon College Sports editor for certain glaring errors made in the Lawrence of November 24. We don't intend to start a rebuttal, ob­viously we were wrong on certain information printed, but I think the editor forgets that St. Norbert, through possibly "little" old seventeen, Carroll, a feat which both The Vikes and the Robinson failed to accomplish. M. U. won the championship and never got any kick coming.

Note: the at Ripon game Feb. 26, 1939, and you can take a picture if Mr. X.

High School Students

"The North Wind" does not blow, and we shall have snow.

"Snow Boots"... for outdoor activities...$2.98

Sylvester-Nielsen

209 E. College Ave.

SYLVESTER-NIELSEN

DAIRY PRODUCTS

are recognized by Lawrence College. We have supplied Lawrence with our products for many years.

POTT'S AND WOOD
Welcome Mat Is Out for Material For Intra-Murals

Two Teams Lead Volleyball Race

Sig Ep, Delta Sig Unseated at Halfway Mark

The inter-fraternity volleyball schedule is half over, and we find the Delta Sig and the Sig Ep changing the honors for the top rung. The boys from Kimmel hall have beaten the Phi Delta, Phi Delta, and the Phi Theta, while the "Street and Snob" is feeling pretty good over the beat the Phi Beta, Psi Delta, and the Delta Sig.

The standings are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Varsity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Sig</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig Ep</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Delta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Theta</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prison Innates Earn Favorable Track Record

Too Better Than Two Point

Prisoners at Minnesota's St. Cloud penitentiary are making good progress in improving their track record, according to Prison Superintendent John J. Fanning. The inmates are working hard to improve their track record, and it appears that they are on the right track.

In the words of Assistant Warden James H. Johnson, "We are pleased to report that the inmates are making good progress in improving their track record. They are working hard to improve their track record, and it appears that they are on the right track."
Deride Student Anti-War Ideal

Students Ficketing "Red Salute" Attacked by Athletics

(By Associated Collegiate Press)

An articulate, concentrated protest against propaganda in two of the mediums most recently adapted to it, the screen and newspaper, comic strips, has been increasingly evident in college communities, an Associated Collegiate Press survey shows.

Most bitterly protested has been the movie "Red Salute," starring Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Young, with most of the newspapers and such comic strips as the Chicago Tribune Syndicate's "Little Orphan Annie," coming in for heavy criticism, and action that has included picketing campuses.

"Red Salute," it is said to deride student anti-war sentiment and to attack the right of free speech by students and professors, has been picketed on campuses from New York to Chicago, and has received cancelled bookings in other places. Eighteen C. C. N. Y. students are音乐 wit dinner and dessert with the film in New York, and in Medford, Oregon, University of Wisconsin students came to know when pictures are barred to a group of athletes.

Students will not be lied about or kilted out of their opposition to war, and the pickets line up in front of theaters that flout the law.

"Students who picket," says the Daily, "will not be picked on for their purpose has well nigh gone shorter every year."

RAW_TEXT_END
We Sometimes Wonder
A survey of college men and women revealed an attempt to discern to what extent students contempt. The question asked was "What does the American student most admire in his fellow students?" Strangely enough, the answers given indicated a total lack of positivity on the part of a majority of the students. They had never definitely defined the question, and although they believed in a vague sort of way that happiness was their goal, they never were quite certain as to the means to achieve that end. A few mentioned an interest in politics, but they were not interested in the part of the students revealed other sins, such as security, indifference against self-improvement, laziness, slopiness and numerous other desires.

We are not happy because we lack the lack of positivity in their desires, we sometimes disagree with our goals should be sharply defined. How greatly have these students erred by failing to perceive the American student's desperate need for a sincere milieu? Who, after all, is capable of disarming the American college student? And when conflicting testimonies of philosophers, coaches and mentors are placed before the student, how can he decide?

"The Challenge to Youth," has been flouted at them for so long that it has become a meaningless phrase. What is this "challenge" that the older generation is continually making? Traditionally it seems to be a choice between being a "nerd" or being a "student." The former becomes steeped in dogmatism on one hand, and narrow-minded idolatry on the other. The latter in turn is told live in the broader cultural life, the next, the skillfully by the fathers of the 19th century. Maybe the father is telling.

The American student has been frequently called "the ideal," "the like," "the great," "the good," "the saint." We are told that he is supposed to be the new American, the man who must be trained to be leaders of the world, to be the backbone of our nation. And from this picture Youth is expected to draw inspiration, to determine where he is going, and why. We wonder.

To the casual onlooker a freshman girl may seem to be a great deal like a society belle. The question asked was "What do you know?" Down at Ohio State University the dean of women found that the freshman desire to be treated discriminately in the ideas between lower and upper class girls. The dean quoted the girls as to the most desirable qualities girls should possess.

To go to good family, the upperclass women demanded good morals, but the freshman girls—save the mark!—voted good social traits the freshest good social traits the most desirable qualities and offensive personal habits, the worst.

To Tint or Not to Tint
Dear Mr. Weston:
May we thank you for your letter and for the opportunity it afforded for further comment.

Although the college budget does not include a special allotment for convocation speakers, rather does it define the so-called "lecturers" fund very sharply. This item of $300 is supposedly at the disposal of the convocation committee with little or no limitation. Furthermore, the Finance board has defined a portion of their appropriation to be used to secure speakers, and I am sure they would be willing to cooperate to everyone's advantage. As quickly as it fell, the thin one

Is it so easy as it might seem to secure the best of lecturers? The question seems not to have been sufficiently answered. The funds available are very limited, and we wish to use them to the best advantage.

It is not so easy as it might seem to secure the best of lecturers. The question seems not to have been sufficiently answered. The funds available are very limited, and we wish to use them to the best advantage.

Even the State University is not a tree to which we can go and pick off a good convocation speaker at will. All University men are not good speakers, and even the good ones not or will not always accept our invitations. We know from this experience.

We are not at all sure that an off-campus fund necessarily possesses a more "normal unviewed viewpoint of world opinion" than does one of our own faculty; but leaving this aside, a review of this year's program shows that in the eleven weeks to date there have been nine off-campus speakers, an average of nearly one a week.

We are always interested in the increase of information and they hope they will be offered freely by whatever channel they come to us. We should be glad also to allot a larger proportion of programs to members of the student body if it could be done to advantage. We are as eager as the Lawrentian to avoid verbosity in the convocation programs.

A. H. WESTON,
Secretary of the Committee.

The Cat's Paw
Last week we left our friend Alswor th as he was about to don his outdoor clothes preparatory to leaving his home for school where he must find Alice, whom he had left the day before, and invite her to his home for Sunday dinner as a result of his mother's mis-}